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1. Introduction 
The morphogenesis is an important process which allows living things to develop organised structures 
thanks to the interactions of cells either among themselves or with their environment. In order to understand 
these processes, we are interested in producing 2D predefined shapes from a cell with cellular automata 
models.  

Cellular automata are discrete dynamic systems in space and time with simple local interactions but complex 
global behaviour [1]. They consist in a regular cells lattice. Each cell can take a state chosen among a finite 
set of states. The state of a cell evolves according to the states of its neighbouring cells through evolutionary 
rules. These rules are applied synchronously for each cell during a number of iterations. 

The number of the evolutionary rules increases with the number of considered neighbouring cells. When we 
use a cellular automaton with 2 states and a simple neighbourhood system such as Von Neumann system 
with 4 neighbouring cells, 216 evolutionary rules are possible to evolve the cellular automaton. Each rule 
gives behaviour for the cellular automata. 

2. Statement of the problem 
In this paper, we consider generation of 2D shapes and we use a 2D cellular automaton. Each cell can take 
two states “0” and “1” representing respectively an empty and an occupied cell. The new state of each cell 
depends on its state and states of its neighbouring cells through evolutionary rules. To generate new states, 
we apply synchronously these rules for all cells.  

To generate 2D shapes with cellular automaton, two problems arise. The first is how to choose a rule 
allowing to the cellular automaton to evolve toward the desired behaviour (desired shape). The second is 
how often to apply this rule to attain this shape. In the literature, several works propose genetic algorithms to 
solve these problems. Mitchell et al [2] and Back et al [3] have applied a genetic algorithm to evolve 
behaviour in 1D cellular automaton. Garis [4] and Chavoya [5] have generated predefined forms with 
cellular automata piloted by genetic algorithm.  

The model presented by Chavoya is a cellular automaton with two states: empty cell and occupied cell. The 
evolutionary rules are applied only to empty cells, the occupied cells remain unchanged. Moreover, the used 
fitness function does not consider all the transitions between states. This model presents the advantage to be 
easy to implement and to have an efficient solution encoding. But, we cannot use it to modelize hollow 
shapes. Also, when the number of states increases, the solution encoding is complicated and the fitness 
function used to compare the forms is difficult to calculate. 

3. Proposition 
In this paper, we propose an improvement of Chavoya’s model. This model is a cellular automaton which 
allows to the occupied cells to change states allowing creating different full and hollow shapes. This model 
allows considering biological phenomena such apoptosis and necrosis. We use a genetic algorithm to 
determine the different evolutionary rules of cellular automata and the number of iterations necessary to 
obtain a desired shape. To do so, we propose a new encoding and new fitness function.  
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Solution encoding  

Each chromosome is coded in binary according to two fields: a control field and an action field. The control 
field finds the necessary number of iterations to the cellular automaton for obtaining the desired shape; it is 
the number of necessary bits for coding the maximal number of iterations. The length of this field depends 
on the size of the lattice of the cellular automaton. The action field is the vector of new states of cells 
according to the combination of its neighbouring cells. The length of this field is the number of possible 
combinations of the neighbourhood system.   

Fitness function 

The fitness function proposed to measuring the similarity between the obtained shapeX and the desired 
shape Y is the mutual information. It is the average information provided by the probability of a realization 
on the probabilities of another realization Y [6]. It is given by the following equation:  
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With:   
- x andy are respectively the different states of cells in X and Y   
- n is the number of states. 
- ),( YXH is the joint entropy. 
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),( yYxXp ==  is the joint probability ofX and Y , it can be presented as two-dimensional histogram. 

The advantage of this measure is the consideration of all possible transitions from one state to another. These 
transitions are given by the joint probabilities with x a state of a cell in the obtained shape andy state in the 
shape to generate. When two forms are identical, their mutual information is maximal. 

4. Results  
We have applied our model to generate different full and hollow shapes (square, triangular and diamond 
shapes). Our approach gives promising results. Some different full and hollow forms tested are given in the 
figure above: 

 
Different tested forms. 
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